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Copy service
'really rotten'

•

•

by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

Donna Lindsey/Central Florida Future

'An Actor's Nightmare'
A scene from last week's 'Studio E' production by students in the Black Box Theatre.

University to team .with Rollins,
Valencia in first-ever forum
at VCC for a two and a half hour symposium. The
goal of this meeting_ is to "bring the minds
together,'' said Dean Mc~all.
This is the first time the three schools have participated together in any type of forum.

by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

· Presidents of UCF, Rollins College and Valencia
Community College will meet this morning with
nationally recognized experts to assess the future
of higher education in Central Florida.

They will discuss how education will change with
the number of students and course selection, said
McFall.

UCF President Trevor Colbourn, Rollins
President Thaddeus Seymour and VCC President
Paul Gianini will meet at 9 a.m. in the Board Room

Members of the American Council on Education
will lead a group discussion for faculty members
from each of the three schools.

In · response to complaints concerning service
issued by the library's administration, all of the
copy machines now in the library will be replaced
by the end of the semester.
Anne Marie Allison, director of th~ library, is
'unhappy with the present copier service and feels
that some changes must be made.
"The service is really rotten. Business Services
has been promising for a long time to correct the
problem. We want good service," Allison said.
She also said out that out of the 16 copiers in the
library, 90 percent of them are not operable 90
percent of the time.
Assistant Director of Businefs Services, Bill
Goldsby, admits that copier service in the library
could be better, but disagrees with Allison's
statement.
''Thirteen to 14 of those copiers are up at any one
time," said Goldsby. "We have already replaced
the copy machine in the copy center on the first
floor and we have also added two new machines on
the second and third floors," Goldsby said. "I
would also like to add more students and possibly
longer hours to service the copiers."
John Baker, a 21-year-old electrical engineering
major, doesn't care where the blame falls, he just
wants copiers that work.
"The price went up and the sevice got worse.
Whoever is responsible for the poor sevice has to
realize that the student is taking it on the chin once
again," Baker said. "The few times that I have
used them, I would have to say over half of them
didn't work. I would be . for them to try a new
system. Anything would have to be better."
If the copier service does not improve, said
Allison, she would "seriously look into changing
the entire copying system.''
One possibility would be for the library to start
using an outside copier service. Allison said she
feels that the library could obtain the services of an
outside company without having UCF students
SEE COPIERS, PAGE 5

'THOR' could save millions of dollars for military
display graphics, data and simulations without having to integrate a
separate projector and computer. Instead of displaying its contents on a
The Central Florida Research Park, small monitor, the THOR-200 prowhich has maintained a symbiotic j ects onto a screen up to 20 feet wide.
relationship with UCF since the It is IBM compatible and features
park's beginning in 1981, has come up 256K memory, expandable to 640K.
with another high-technology Alfonzo de la Vega, Trident's director
breakthrough. Trident International, of sales, srud the THOR-200 is being
Inc. introduced the world's first 'com- purchased mostly by private in. bination ~omputer/large screen pro- - dustries for such ·uses as employee
.. jector last month.
training,· televideo conferences,
The Tl-iOR~200 can be used to stockholders' meetings and conven~
by Beth Carran

DISCOVERIES EDITOR

Weather

High 65 Low 38

• Don't put your sweaters·
in mothballs just yet. Clear- ·
ing skies and cooler with
highs through Thursday in
the lower 60s and lows in
the upper 30s. Baggies
and bikinis should be back
in season by the weekend.

If a trainee overreacts,
"they'll sit him right down
at desk."
·Alfonzo de la Vega,
Trident director ol sales
tions.
. .
.
.
vega said orders 'have come in from
computer manufacturers, · universities, hi_g h schools, iiisurance . companies; b~nks and hotels. Ev~n ~he

Department of Defense, which uses
flight simulation to train pilots, has
submitted its order. The trainees are
presented with simulated situations
and instructed to react appropriately
using control sticks. Vega said a
. great deal of money is saved using
tllls technique of training pilots
"without risking a $20 million or $30
million aircraft.''
Police departments are also in:
terested iil the THOR-20~. They p~e. · SEE THOR, PA~ 4

~di~

Opinioo
News

Opinion

East-West Expressway to
be expanded. 3

Don Wittekind: Fun with
news. 8

TO ADVERTISE CALL 275-2165

3
:8
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Vid.eo Tutors

•

• An Introductory Aid to Technical Education
• Study help when you need n
• Supplement the Classroom
• Rent a Betq or VHS Vlde~

·Lessons Available:
Physics I
• Introductory Concepts
• Kinematics
· • Projectile Motion·
·Work, Energy, and Power
- Impulse and Collisions
- Harmonic Motion and O~cillation
- Rotational Motion I
- Rotational Motion II
- Rotational Motion III
-Statics I
·Statics II
· Fluid Statics
-Thermodynamics I
-Thermodynamics II
- Heat Transfer

•

Physics II
- Electrical Networks I
- Electrical Networks II
· Electrical Networks III
- Electrical Networks IV
- Electrical Networks V
·Electrostatic Forces ·Discrete Charges
· Electrostatic Fields·· Discrete Charges
·Electric Fields From Continuous Charge Distributions
Modern Physics
- First Order Perturbation Theory
Mathematks: Algebra I
- Operations On Real Numbers
• Basic Concepts of Algebra
-Equations
• Relations and Functions

•

•

.

.
•
•

*Available at the Student Government KIOSK
* Rental$ 5.00 for 24 hours
·* Taught _by UCF Faculty

•

•

UCF Student Governm·e nt Referral. Service
AAC 1114
ANT 2003
CAP3002
CHM 1045
CHM 1046
CHM 2045
CHM 2046
COP2510
COP2511'
COP 3402
COP 3404
COP3530
, COP 4550
COT3000
ECO 2013
ECO 2023
EEL 3341
EEL 3342
EGN 3311
EGN 3321
EGN 3704
EGN 4714
ENC 1101
ENC 1102
ENV 4403
ENV 4404

TUTORS
Available and/or Needed
Having trouble with your classes? Take
advantage of your Tutor Referral Service!
Tutors available for all classes listed below.

Need extra money? We're also looking for a
few more tutors. You set yourownrates with

interested students.

Call X2191 for
further information

EUH.2000
EUH 2001
LIN 1340
MAC 1102
MAC 1104
MAC 1114
MAC 3233
MAC3311
MAC 3312
MAC 3313
MAP 3302
MAT 1033
PHY 3048
PIIY

•

•

3049

PSR .3002
PSY 3624
REL

•

3186

SPN 1120
SPN 1121
SPN 2230
SPN 2231
STA 2014
STA 3023
STA

4163

STA

4164

•

•

•
•

zoo 3733

•

~

~

....

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

•

More expressway coming in 1987

Correction

•

•

•

A graphic on page one of the Feb. 6 issue incorrectly
depicted the proposed grievance procedure tor
students. This is how the steps in the graphic should read:
1 Try to work out the problem informally with the
instructor.
2 If agreement can't be reached between the student
and the professor, the student meets with the
department chairperson and the instructor.
3 If an agreement can't be reached, a formal appeal
must be filed with the dean of the student's college. The
dean sets up a panel of three faculty members and two
students who make a judgement.
4 The decision con be appealed to the vice presid~t of
Academic Affairs, who has final say.

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A major step toward .beginning of construction.
by early 1987 has been taken by the OrlandoOrange County Expressway Authority with the
start of final design work on the Eastern Beltway
from SR 50 to the Seminole County Line.
Bill Gwynn, executive director of the Expressway Authority, said that Dyer, Riddle, Mills
· & Precourt have begun surveying and reviewing
the preliminary design for the four-mile- toll road
section from south of the E-4 canal near SR 50 to
SR 426.

The $810,000 final design contract calls for the
engineering firm to complete the plans by Nov. 1.
This would allow fqr construction to be Wlderway
by March 1987 and the first leg of the Beltway that
was first proposed 17 years ago should be completed by 1989.
The first leg of the Eastern Beltway, which is
often referred to as the Northern Extension of the
East-West Expressway, will include a partial
cloverleaf interchange at University Boulevard and
an at-grade intersection at SR 426.
SR 426 will be widened to four lanes from the Ex. pressway west to Tuscawilla Road.
SEE EXPRESSWAY, PAGE 6

Graham creates scholarship
to honor Challenger crew
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

TALLAHASSEE-Earlier this week, Gov. Bob
Graham opened a
scholarship fund to
honor the crew of the
space shuttle Challenger
by assisting graduate
students in the fields of
the lost space voyagers.
Graham opened the
scholarship fund with a
contribution
of
approximately $80,000
in funds left over from
his successful 1980

"Five for Florida's Challenger flight of Jan.
Future" constitutional 28.
amendment campaign.
"This is a fitting
These amendments
included tax. exemptions memorial to the men and
for
solar
eQergy women fo the Challenger,
equipment housing and particularly to their
finance . bonds, business mission of scientific
tax. incentives , and a education," Graham
repeal of the inventory said. "This program will
assist future scientists,
tax..
The program will be engineers and educators
operated by the State in our search for new
University System. It knowledge.''
Graham and Reed said
will provide scholarships
of $5,000 each for seven the program will aid
in
the
graduate students, one students
in the name of each crew
SEE GRAHAM, PAGE 7
member·
of
the

Discussion this month will focus
on fate of shuttle program
Challenger tragedy and its effect on
the space shuttle and Strategic
Defense Initiative programs.

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Congressional reaction to the illfa ted flight of the Challenger and the
resulting impact on future shuttle
flights and "Star Wars" research will
be explored Feb. 18 at UCF as part of
a lecture series on space policy.
The speaker will be Dr. Ray
Williamson, senior analyst in the Congressional office of technology assessment. His 8 p.m. appearance in the
President's Dining Room is being
sponsored by UCF's International
Studies Center.
Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese, director
of the center, said that Williamson
will expand on his original
topic-military activities in space-to
repor~ on Capitol Hill response to the

l

For the past five-years, Williamson
has directed projects tha_t examined
solar power satellites, civilian space
policy, and international cooperation
and competition in civilian space activities. He previously taught
astronomy, literature, mathematics
and philosophy at St. John's College,
. Annapolis. He was named a Smithsonian Fellow in 1977-78 to study the
astronomical practices of prehistoric
and historic native Americans.
The third and fourth lectures in the
series are ·planned for March and
April and will focus on commercial
and other aspects of international
space policy.
·

Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

What will they think of next?
Now you too can reserve your own tree. For a minimal fee, UCF Police will
issue standard tree stickers a post at no additional cost.
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• LAND SALE NETS $
The ties between UCF and
the
Central
Florida
Research Park received a
boost by virtue of a $25,000
spin-off from a land sale at
the growing site adjacent to
campus.
The gift by developer
Frank Silvestri to the UCF
Foundation paves the way
for "an even stronger rela·
tionship" between the
university and tenants in
the park, said Dr. Leslie
Ellis, chairman of the governing Orange County
Research and Development
Authority. Ellis is also provost and vice president of
Academic Affairs.

:...
. __
,...... _...·.·.:.;i·"
., . ____
_
...

The Silvestri gift was
made possible through the
efforts of Dr. Ralph Gunter,
executive director of the
Research Park.
"Ralph negotiated the
purchase of a 40-acre tract
on the southern edge of the
park from the Ontario Corporation, and in the process
was able to convince Frank
Silvestri to contribute
$25,000 from the sale to be
used to meet some of the indirect costs of the
operation," Ellis said.
With the addition of the
40 acres, plus 50 that were
recently purchased, the
Research Park now covers
1, 187 acres, of which 327 are

fully developed, and another
175 acres in the planning
stage, Gunter said.

La tin American, Middle
Eastern, Polynesian and
Russian.
Native dishes and exhibits
will be featured from 9 to 11
p.m. with food from Italy,
France, Germ.any, Mexico,
Greece, Polynesia, China,
Russia and the Middle East.
The program will conclude
with a social dance.
The evening is being spon·
sored by the International
Student Association and the·
Program and· Activities
Council.

• FOREIGN FIEST A

Students from nearly a
dozen foreign countries will
join forces to present an
evening of native food and
entertainment Feb. 15 in the
Student Center Auditorium.
Authentic dances, exhibits and a variety of food
will be featured beginrung at
7 p.m.
The first two hours of the
program will be devoted to
performances by students
representing nine cultures:
American, Caribbean,
Chinese, Greek, Indian,

e

• • .. .. . . • .. . . "" ' ...... ""

•GRAD GRANTS
The university has receiv·
ed funding for 15 black
graduate students to attend
.. • . .

' .... ' ·*' "''·' ...

....iiN-::.
J

UCF this · summer. More
than $1,300 is available for
each student.
The students must take a
minimum of one graduate
level course during the term
and concurrently work with
a faculty mentor, or take
two courses.
Applications must be com·
pleted and turned into the
Graduate Studies office by
March ;21.
•NEWSLINE
Have a tip or story idea?
Call the newsline at
275-2601.

. . . . . . ..... . . , • •

!.." .. ....... .

'

•
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THQR

Central Florida Research Park Manager
Leo Goff said the park's private industries
are benefited by the "fresh minds and new
ideas" of.university students who work there
part time. The industries also employ some
UCF faculty and staff members, and they enjoy access to university research facilities.
UCF, in return, receives many research
grants from the park's industries and is able
to offer valuable part-time employment to its
students. Goff said the grants have in some
cases led to new academic programs at UCF.
The Central Florida Research Park covers
more than 1,000 acres. Much of the area is
presently under development, and there is
plenty of room for future expansion.

FROM PAGE 1
I

sent personnel with simulations of stressful
situations and measure their physiological
reactions. If a trainee overreacts, Vega said,
''they'll sit him right down at a desk and keep
him off the street.''
Although Trident does not have any UCF
students on its staff, Vega said electrical
· engineering majors will be needed later this
year when the company's new testing lab is
·complete.

Woodsy Owl says
Stash Your Trash

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service,

U.S.D.A. rml

THE FIVE PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY ·
HOURS AT

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. D.J. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
TO CLOSE.
3. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.
4. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
..
5. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT · CHAZ MIKELL
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY FROM 9:00 TO CLOSE
HOURS

The world
is waiting.
Bean
exchange
student.

MON.-THURS. 11 A.M. - 1 2 P.M.
FRl.-SAT.
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.
Noon - 6 P.M.

Canterbury
Fellowship

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S

·presents

+
Time ·Management
Workshop
Thurs., Feb. 13

7 P.M.

Unh-enltt ltnl

Barclay Wilson,
M.S., M. Div.,
Director
Episcopal
Counseling
· Center

8 ways to get a man
to asli: you out again.

uc•

1. When he mentions "The Bears,"

.11.._

,/

C&l'1111UH KOUll

89~·6041

American Red Cross

~

9

!

i

'

•

February

FREE
2 BED • 2 BATH
Across From Main
Entrance to UCF

629-6817 DAVS
277-2137 EVES
& Weekends

know they're from Chicago.
·. a. Seem unimpressed when he tells
you he scored a hat trick in the third period.
3. Take his word for it when he tells
you that 1984 was a very good year for
Chardonnays.

•

•
•
ii

4. Laugh at his jokes, even when he

forgets the punch lines.
&. Avoid, at all costs, letting him see
you reapply your lipstick.
6. Order something more exotic than
a white wine spritzer.
7. Compliment him on his taste
in colors, even if he arrives in jeans and
a T-shirt.
8. Tell him you'd ask him up for
a Suisse Mocha, but you only do that on
second dates. ·
f'Nl \'1\l(fllU

2

liWr\t...Ai~Ww

'yil......

,..,....-t...

f.11/flM. l/ll

(Jr' ~

f:aF;iUcano

•
•

•
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Celebrate the moments of your life
with General Foods®International Coffees.

(ij
GCNERAl
FOOO\
(Q

1985<Jcne<olfood1(0<po<Ohon

•
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Helpbrincf
thewor1
together.
Host an
exchange
student.
·International Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, brings
teenagers from other countries to live for a time with
American families and attend American schools.
Leam·about participating
as a volunteer host family.
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
m!JThe International Youth Exchange.

-- ---

__,__,.,
Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

Coke-cuffing crazies

The bookstore last week celebrated its-fifth year in its present location. Here, members of the staff prepare to
cut cakes to celebrate the event.

COPIERS
FROM PAGE l

•

Own Your Own!

incurring extra costs and
denies any implications that
the library's action is being
motivated by profit.
''Obviously the library
would like to make money,
but they can't run the copier
service as cheaply as
Business Services can,"
Goldsby said. ''Whether
they go to an outside
company or whether they
get their own machines, we
can do it cheaper."
Engineering major George
Raptis would like to see
better service but not at the
expense of the students.
''The student is trapped.
You have to make copies for
classes and a lot of the books
you can't check out of the
library. If the price goes up
the student just has one
more burden placed upon
him," Raptis said.
Richard Scott, director of
Business Services, feels
confident'that his office will
be able to accommodate
Allison's request for better
service.

$399/fP~I*

"I don't think that the
library will have to go to an
outside company. We have
drawn up a new action plan
and Business Services feels
that it can best meet the
needs of the students."

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alafaya Trail.
Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
roommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too!

No closing costs.

Allison says that the
copier service issue is very
sensitive. But she adds,
"There is a direct
rel.ationship between good
copier service and people
ripping pages out of library
books.''
·

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat, l OAM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

282-4393

.

Sale price $52.400, $2700 down. $~9,700 mortgage 9.0%

-

A.R.M., plus or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4%.

Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. A.P.R. 11.5%

Goldsby feels that if the
library did go to a different
copier service, the copy
cards that are now being
used on the present wouldn't
be compatible with the new
machines. "What does this
do to the student?," asked ~i>
Goldsby. "The student now
has a card that will only
work on half the campus."

·6, The Central Florida Future, February 11, 1986

Hey - "look us over" . . . for Easter jobs
around the "World"!

EXPRESSWAY
FROM PAGE 3
Although final construction
costs will not be known until
bids are received, Gwynn said
preliminary estimates for this
portion are $35 million.
Work is also underway on
final design of a new interchange including a partial
cloverleaf at SR 50 to connect
the existing East-West Expressway with the Beltway.
This is part of an $895,825
contract with Greiner
Engineering which also includes improvements to the
East-West from Goldenrod
Road to SR 50.
Greiner was authorized to
proceed with the final design
of the 3-mile project in late
December. Construction
costs are estimated to be $30
million. The Dyer, Riddle,
Precourt project
Mills
begins where Greiner leaves
off just South of the E-4
canal.

Help.

Before

If you're looking to get the most out of your Easter holiday, look in'.o
great employment opportunities inside Epcot Center and the Magic
Kingdom!
Right now, we have seasonal positions available in our food ,
.
custodial, merchandise and operations areas.
As a member of the Walt Disney World cast, you'll experience lots
of Easter fun and "egg"-citement . .. and, earn extra cash, as well.
To apply, come to the Walt Disney World Employment Center,
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. til 5 p.m. Take 1-4 to the ~ake
Buena Vista exit, go north eight miles on 535, then follow the signs.
For one-of-a-kind Easter
employment, look us up! .

you buy,

let~ compare.
Maybe I can save you
some money on insurance:

e Life
• Renter/Condo
• Homeowners
• Auto/Boat/RV

An equal opportunity employer

Call me and compare.

Allstate·
Allltale Ioaurance Compmny

Ali.tale Life lnauraace Co., Northbrook, IL

See or Phone

Jim Smith
Ph. 657-7575
·----·-···-

7480 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park, FL

111

32792

Our Cities.

©1986 Walt Disney Productions

Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.

RLL-PRU

Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.

CAREER MOUE

Our Deserts.
OurLakes.
Our Tomorrows.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service. U.S.D.A. rail

A
million things
can happen ·
lo a check.
Don't take a
chance with your
Government check.
Sign up for Direct
Deposit. Then your
check won't end
up behind the TY,
under the sofa, or
in someone else's
pocket. Ask for
Direct Deposit
wherever you have
a checking or savings account.
I} Ii l j{11 ·~EPOSIT
You'll never have
to wait for your money.

NSA OFFERS YOU A
HEAVY-HITTING CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

MA THEMATICS

There are opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors, minicomputers and computer
g;aphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction wi~h
highly experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds.
Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the
best available.

At NSA you'll discover one
of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design, scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating
systems, computer
networking / security, and
graphics.

Ya~'ll work on diverse
agency problems applying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific
auignments might include
solving communicationsrelated problems,
performing long-range
mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
for communications

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through your college
placement office. For
additional information

on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
Maryland 20755 .

THE REWARDS
AT NSA
NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that's
truly competitive with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
educational opportu.nities
are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient
suburban location.

heard of VISTA,
its because you
never needed
VISTA,.-James Earl Jones.

NSA

•

..

GO FOR IT ALL

~If you never

•

The
National
Security
Agency

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland

~55

An Equal Opportunity Employer.' U.S. Citizenship Required.

On-Campus Recruiting dates:
February 14, 1985

•
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Give a hoot.
Woodsy Owl says
Tuned engines. . .
Don't-pollute..
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. 11 for Clean Air Ride a Bike
less air pollution.
~~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~--4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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~OiDEH CAT-£

Brevard Cainpus

""ii

is now offering

~H1N£S£ ttS~fffi~~

r~

•

-*-

$3.75

-~-

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES

ALL YOU CAN EAT

LUNCH BUFFET.

r~

I

~~

,

M-F 11 :00 to 2:00

NIGHTLY HAPPY DINNER: $7.50
j

~~INCLUDES: Soup, 3 Appetizers, your
choice of Entree & Dessert
FOR TAKE-OUT AND
I
I

~

.-

CATERIN~ PLEASE CALL

281·0330
6440

Buy one & get

E. COLONIAL DR.

2nd half pricel

between
436 & Goldenrod

DINNER ONLY

~-

-

,.

-

)

WITH UCF l.D.

n-;:::--+--

-

j'

I

-

Student Legal Services Provides
sLudents with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and unc:onLesLed dissolutions. You can receive
attorney consultation and representaLion free of ·charge to qualified
students. Call 275-5590 or stop by Rm
222 for more information or an appointment.
Problems with?

Need?

Landlords?

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested Dissolution?

GRAHAM
1

FROMPAGE3

disciplines in which the
Challenger crew held their
degrees.
The scholarship will be
adminstered by a Board of
Regents committee, headed
by the vice chancellor for
academic affairs and
composed of representatives
of the nine state universities.
The panel will set guidelines
for applicants, receive
applications, and award the
seven scholarships.
Funds will be held by the
SUS
Foundation.
Contributions may be sent to
the Challenger Scholarship
· Fund, Board of R~gents, The
Collins Building, 107 W.
Gaines Street, Tallahassee,
FL 32301.

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
for ALL OF US

Police?

•

~

United way

"Good
friends
don't let
~ood

friends
smoke
cigarettes:'
Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.

I

AMERICAN .

~CANCER

'SOCIETY®

•

.____________. Round trip. Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes, t~e
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound can
take you there. For only $89 or less, round trip.
From February 1 through June 15, all you
do is shO\V us your college student I. D. card
· ket. y our tlC
· ket Wl'l}
when you pure hase your t~c

then be good for travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break. Go
anywhere Greyhound goes for $89 or less. ·
.For more information, call Greyhound.

.\\u,1 pr1·,rn1 :I \'UhJ <lllk·!!<' '1uJcn1 I I) •arJ up11n pur,·ha~1·. :"\11111ha J1~.:uun1~ apply T1.:kch
JrL' nnn1ran,kr:1hk JnJ g1~....i f11r 1r:1vd "" lircvhuunJ l.m'''· Jn, ., :1nJ 111hcr pank1pa11.ng
,J[[ll'f' (',·n:1m fl'\ln1'1inn'.Jprh l)tkrdk.·11w2 I ~Ii l)fkrhm11cJ :"\01 \:JhJ m Canada.

..,.:' •GO GREYHOUND

: IAnd leave the driving to .us.
300 W. Amelia Street, 843- 7 720

Raccoons
'
cant.
~

A Public Service

llJI

fiil ofThis Newspaper~

& The Advertising Cou!:I~ .•
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U.S. should force
Marcos to resign
for people's sake
Nothing brings the fact .that we live in a great
democracy home, like the chaotic situation in the
Phillipines. They can never have a successful
democratic election until they have a government
for which they have respect. Ferdinand Marcos has
not provided that.
Although the U.S. history on voting and voting
rights has not been perfect, it has been respected.
More than 200 years of on one government and constitution attests to that. We are, despite ourselves,
more or less government by and for the people. No
other democracy can say that.
The perversion of democracy which Marcos has
perpetrated has not been without some impetus by
the U.S. In short, we have no one to blame but
ourselves. Our ·version of democracy has been im~
ported or forced onto almost every country which
we have either defeated during World War II or colonialized. But what's good for us, isn't necessarily
good for everybody else.
Our democracy has been good for us because it
evolved as we did. The form which we import has
riot had that chance. In the Phillipines, our
democracy was set up and left. And like a child
with a toy, Marcos has taken the responsibility and
turned into a fiasco. Unfortunately, the toy is a
time bomb.
It would not be uncharacteristic of Marcos to
declare a state of emergency or martial law, under
w~ch he could perpetuate his regime, and his
fiasco. Should this occur, our intervention must be
imminent, if we are to keep the Phillipine people as
friends and allies.
It is already obvious that there is a particularly
harsh anti-American sentiment in the Phillipines.
It is not. unwarranted. We have exploited there
land and their people, and we have made them
dependent on us for the bulk of their economic existence. But should we fail to help them in perhaps
their greatest hour of need, we will be cast out.
We must intervene. Not on behalf of a dictator
but on behalf of those whom we base our own
government ... the people. The U.S. must take the
people's case in the Phillipines and get Marcos out
of power overtly. Anything less would absolve us of
our own ideals as a democracy.
One example of what the United States can do for
a country, is the controlled ouster of Haitian President Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier.
Although the ensuing chaos which has resulted
since Duvalier was deposed has resulted in the
violent death of hundreds, the country has
something that it never had before: hope for the
future. Hope does not make death just, but it gives
it some meaning.
Duvalier had been under pressure from the U.S.
to hold elections and make positive inroads
towards some semblance of civil rights. He did not.
The will of the Haitian people has been heard,
"Baby Doc" is gone, and the tiny country looks
towards a new horizon of change.
-
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College ·Press Service
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International stuff: I've often been accused of being too, shall we say, trivial. So, to show that I can
be a serious guy, I'm going to peruse the news section of the Monday edition of The Orlando Sentinel,
offering my views of the top stories of the day.
To. truly appreciate this, you might want to have
your copy of the Sentinel handy.
Voting: Hmmm. First we got that little disagreement over in the Philippines. Heh, heh, heh, that
wacky Marcos. Does he really think he can get
away with stuffing the ballot-boxes? Let's face it
Ferd, if you come up with a few million more votes
than you have Filipinos, something fishy's goin?
on.
Haiti: Well, Jean-Claude has finally flown the
coop. You've got to feel sorry for all of his ex-secret
police who are being hunted like rabbits. But ya
know, I think the really important happening in
Haiti has only been given minimal press.
Did you know they had a 2 p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew
on Sunday? Ok, but do you know what that means?
Yeah, it means the first day of Mardi Gras got
cancelled! Really, these people just have no sense of
priorities. They're all worried about overthrowing
the government and stuff. Yuk! Enough of that.
NASA: Uh huh, more of the same. NASA says
their looking at the seals on the shuttle. NASA
says they really don't have anything new. NASA
should ask why the heck everybody publishes two
front page stories every day saying ·that NASA
doesn't know anything new.

they are children when it comes to
managing money, but it must be
done.

• effective control
on Congress
Editor:

Colleen Stewart
Finance

Your commentary on the GrammRudman balanced budget amendment in the Feb. 6 issue of The Central Florida Future was way off.
You suggest that it is bad because
it amounts to an ultimatum to Congress to pass a ·balanced budget.
That's not bad at all, especially considering the fact that our Congress
believes that money solves
everything. Their history of
Democratic economic policy attests
to that sorry fact. The orily thing that
Congress does seem to understand is
ultimatums.

What Gramm-Rudman does do is
put some controls on the Congressional pur·se. It would effectively keep
Congressmen from acting like kids in
the candy store every time bills come
up. Rather than overspending every
year, Congress will be forced to
manage their money, just like every
American must do.
It will be a sad day if and when Congress does pass Gramm-Rudman,
because Congress will admit that

eCentral Florida future
P.O. Box 25000. Orlm"ldo, Fl.. 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865

'°
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Oh boy, they have a great picture of some
workers messing with the fuel tank. Why don't
they just run a cutline saying, "Are these men
responsible?" Yeah, well don't blame the guy on
the right, he's 'obviously not doing anything.
Gasahol: !::>o they say gasahol is on the way out.
Who cares? Every time I put gas in my car that has
been "ak.1,Ji,,! mnched" (Enriched? Funny word
choice) my car i<lles 1 igh and won't stop when you
t.urn off the engine.
l'he stuffs crap and if it's gasahol or Iranian oil,
I'll take the Iranians thank you.
Arabs: Inside the news section we find a story
with a headline that reads, "Arabs flex muscle... "
You know you have to read it.
What's going on is the Arabs are ticked off so
they're selling their oil real cheap and forcing all
the other bandits in bedsheets over there to do the
same.
Yeah, that's why you can find unleaded for under
a buck these days. If this is what we get because
OPEC is bickering, all I can say is fight!
Well, that about wraps it up for "Don
Wittekind's Newsday," stay tuned for next week's
edition.

S. Mlkell Rhodes
Editor

Don Wittekind
Managing Editor

Jeff Glick
Asst. Man. Editor/Des1cn

• Librarians win praise
for lending a hand
Editor:
When people write letters to the
editor, they seldom have anything
positive to say about UCF or
anything else. For a change, I'd like
to do just that, and thank the helpful
people in the reference desks at the
library.

Tim Ball
News Editor

Theresa Altomare Todd Lutz
Art Director
Production Manager

Chris Richcreek
Sports Editor

Adam Chrzan
Photo Editor

Jim Moore
Systems Manager

Morgan Phillips
General Manager
Kelly Ruff
Advertising Director

Jim Donato
Ad Production Manager

•

•

As most students who use it know,
UCF's library can be a very confusing
place since most of us don't use it
very often. And rather than asking
for help, we tend to wander through
the bookshelves aimlessly, hoping to
spot the right book. Personally, I
never even thought to ask for help,
until it came time for me to do my
first research paper. And so, I
desperately sought out a friendly
face. I found one behind the reference
desk.
Anyway, I'd like to thank the
librarian that helped me, and all the
others, who I now know, are there
when I need them. Keep up the good
work.
Mark James
Education

Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those or the editor
or writer and not necessarily those of the Board ol Publications, university
administration, or Board ot Regents. Letters to the editor mus! be typed
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are
subjecl to editing and become the copyrighted property of the
newspaper. The Central Florido Future is a free, non-profit twice·weekly
newspaper published during the academic year.
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The scars
of an abused child
can stay with us
all his life.

(I

Help.

'

Our Cities . .
Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.
Our Deserts. ·
Our Lakes.
Our Tomorrows. ·

· . llRTQ1JSYfQ
Feb. 17·21 ·

9:00·3:00

DATE

•

TIME

[Zi

Deposit Required

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Knight's Den Cafeteria
PLACE
© 1985 AnCarH·J

Cb~

Ring

Forest Service, U.S.D.A. Eiil

United Parcel ·Servi.Ce
Part-Time Positions Available
United Paree.I- Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and .u nloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 On hour.
Please sign up for an interview
· appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opp9rtunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m.,
cn 11:00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workwee~. 3 to 5 hours per day.

I * I

U S

SSS IMMEDIATE CASH SSS
For coins. stamps or baseball cards
CAii Bill 671-5466

OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer. yr round. Europe, S.
America, AUstralla. Asia. All fields. S900-2000
mo. Sightseeing. Free Info. Write I.JC PO Box
52-fl-4 corona Del Mar, Ca 92625.

KAPPA SIGMA
Don't forget - pictures tomotrow from
5:30-7:45, dress appropriately. Soccer today
at 4Pm and tomorrow at 5pm come on out
and support the team.

T~TORING FIRST HOUR FREE with this ad. Algebra

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Pikes- hope everyone had a great time at the
TOGA party. Don't forget this weekend we're
spending Sat. night at the B-ball game with
the k(ds from Great Oaks. Sun. we will also be
taking the kids on a piclnic.

1977 Ford Maverick A-I condition 45,000 mi 6
cyl 51,8000 678-6041.

Pl BETA PHI
Remember to buy your singing Valentines for
that specall someone!!! Happy birthday Jeannette McNerny. Pi Phi's congratulate all
sororities on their Pan hel awards.

DMSO prices slashed! 8 03 spray and 8 03
refill, SlO lad grade. 70 percent strength.
Trainer's special, i 'pt, 90 percent strength, S9.
Add 52 P and H. Anise Box 249, Stuarts Draft,
Va 24477.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SAE; hey peaplel Let's get out and support the
soccer and basketball teams. Sweetheart
Dance is Friday. II you're dateless you're a
geek; so gel one. Let's go camping.

Ing colc I and II PHY 2050 David Gravely
(275) -4173.

Portable washer/dryer- direct to kitchen sink
5110 outlet. Used 3 months. Was 365-2214 near
UCF.

1980 Suzuki GS550E lull vetter lairing garage
kept great condition nova helmenl 5800
788-8598 eves

UCF area- Mature person or couple lo share 3
bdrm, 2 bath home w/ fireplace and spa.
S65/wk, 1/2 electric. 365-9576.

UCF area female roommate to share 2 bdrm 2
bath duplex 5225 plus 1/2 utilities per month
658-4010.

Female roommate, FoxHunt Lanes. Furnished
townhouse. Sl65 per month plus 1/4 utilities.
Nonsmoker l mile from campus call 351-5656.

Wholesale 14KT gold 15.00/gram lowest prices
in town call Chris 277-4263 leave message.

Clean furn. 2 bedroom 11 12 bath mobile home
adults only no pets 5265 mo plus security l 0
mi E of UCF 568-4360.

Nol fancy 1975 AMC, Pacer, good condition
maual, 6 cyl, AM-FM stereo S450 OBO next lo
campus ph 282-3820.

Looking for a classy place to live? Here's your
chancel l mi from UCF 2 bd/2 bath-wash/drymini blinds call Tom or frank at 657-9437.

Young woman wants to share huge new house
in Casselberry with the same. 5280 Call
699-1819 - evenings.

UCF area- Mature person or couple to share 3
bdrm, 2 bath home w/ fireplace and spa.
~5/wk, 1/2 electric. 365-9576.
UCF area female roommate to share 2 bdrm 2
bath duplex S225 plus 112 utilities per month
658-4010.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair). Also
delinquent properly. Call B05-687-6000 Exl
GH-4628 for information.

Female roommate, FoxHunt Lanes. Furnished
townhouse. Sl65 per month plus 1/4 utilities.
Nonsmok~r 1 mile from campus call 351-5656.

Honda Civic '78 automatic S800 call
331-75521273-1014.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. 515,000-S50,000/yr
Possible. All occupations. CAii 805-687-6000
Ext. 4628 for information.

Free to good home 2,3 mo. old male kittens and
l female cal. All are gray and while. Call Kathy
281-4718

J.R. Jake's Pub is now hiring waitresses. No experience is necessary. flexible hours S5.00
per hour and up. Call Joyce after 3pm for an
appointment. 677-4169.

Apartment lo share, UCF area 2 bed room
bath and a half. Utilities, phone. cable. No
security or lease, S200 per month covers all.
Female preferred call 281-0833 alter 4 p .m.
UCF Martin Area Student non smoker roommate needed, clean male 5250 ulil included
Please call Barry 281-8039.

Apt sole solo, table, large bar and bar stools,
pots and pans very inexpensive call Jac kie
273-7862 anytime.

Acupuncture (electronic) , having an energy
crisis? No needles. For more- infonnalion calla
273-8398.

female nonsmoker roommate wanted. 3/2 wl
pool, spa, Ions, plus more. Musi be studious.
Sl85 plus 113 utilities 281-4251.

Hypnosis. use the full potential of mind exam
fears? Improve memory and concentration
speed read. Improve sports performance. '
Weight reduction call 273-8398 licenced
ethical hypnotist

Looking for a classy place to live? Here's your
chancel 1 mile from UCF 2bdl 2 blh, wsh/dry.
mini blinds call Tom or Frank at 657-9437 .

1968 Dodge Dart good cond., 6 cy(, auto,
power steering, new trans and radials 5500
firm call 277-2724 weekday evenings arter 5.

UCF amaluer club WB4TCW wants all people
interested in amaluer. radio to attend our
meeting Feb 12 in enS02B al 11 :00. Our
technician course begins on Feb 12 at
8:00p.m. 2 - meter net on 146.640MH2 at
7:00p.m. on Feb 12.

TUTORING FIRST HOUR FREE with this ad.
Algebra, Trig, Cale I and II PHY 2050. Experienced , relrences David Gravely
(27.S)-4173.

Resumes typed call 657-0079 or 671-3007.
UCF area -2bdrm 2 bath w/ washer and dry
S42 5/mo plus S425 dep 6 mo lease call
275-8466.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through th
U.S. government? Get the facts todayl CAii
1-312-742-1142.
Ext. 689.

Roommmale wanted female 2 bd 2 both
apartment good central location need bdrm
furn only Call Laura 8986229/3521400.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
AN ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed l 00 percent accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term papers. Thesis, Dissertations, Research
papers. Resumes. and cover letters. All work
prepared on Word Processors for error free
neatness. We use IBM Displaywriters and A B
Dick Magna SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All work done on
quality printers, not dot-matrix. Over night
and same day service available.
CAii 657-0079 or 671-3007 .

EXPERT TYPING: 24 years exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses. reports, resumes, etc. correction of spelling, grammer punc.. and editing Included. Rea~onalbe. Call Bea, 6 78-1386.

Sales/Mgr. lreanee Athletic Avenue Leolardssneakers, clothing, must be honest Call Mike
677 -0066.

1,;

ABORTION SERVICES CENTER - free
Nitrous
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth control.
Morning after treatment. Confidential, private.
Women owned-a special approach to health
care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, l blk south of Colonial off Mills
422-0606 or loll free 18004328517.
SS off with this ad.

Typing and secretarial services in my home
reasonalbe rates pick up and delivery. Call
Ruth Richards 894-7169.

TYPING ACCURATE FASR REASONALBLE 657-9015
or 657-9073.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast, accurate,
professional typing of term papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles. Spelling
checker. Pick up and delivery.

SUMMER AND CAREER JOBS AVAULABLE!
resort hotels, cruise liners and amusement parks
are now accepting applications for employment ! Torecleve an application and information, Write; Tourism Information Serlvces P.O. Box
7411 Hilton Head Island, SC 29928

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
free pregnancy test. confidential, individual
counseling. In W.P. 14 US W. Fairbanks; one block
west od 17-92 Mon-Sat. Call 647-1477 we can
help you.

788·9097

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
· pregnancy tests and councelling. VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
CENTRAL FLORIDA WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Word processing and editing. Professional
writer and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonalbe rates CAii Jan 855-4077 .

Total Secretarial Services Term papers
resumes, reports etc. Nothing to big or too
small, fast accurate service at affordable fees .
657-0705.

Typing quality; Term papers, thelis, doc!.,
medical, legal, resumes, ltrs. Notary service.
Good roles, UCF emp 1 mi from campus Marti
365-6874.
Professional resume writing and typesetting
call Univ Resources at 859-4006. Resume and
typesetting 540 typesetting only 520.

Footwear- athletic wear- aerobic wearA THLETIC AVENUE- 4050 Goldenrod rd. Winter
Park University blvd. and Goldenrod rd.

Students needed to clean homes. We'll work
around your schedules. Call 699-1636.

LEX invites you to our bi-monthly meetings
every 1st and 3rd Fri. Anyone interested in law
is welcome join us in En 121. Guest speakers
and much more.
·

STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION
ATIENTION!!
All interested in the Personnel Management
Field should attend our very Important
meeting tomorrow Feb. 12, at 3:00p.m. in th
Pres bd rm (Amin 3rd floor) the special guest
speaker will be Barbara Luttrell, who will be4
discussing personnel management in the
hospitality industry! All interested students are
encourged to attend this meeting!

•

Pi\NJ,)IJ\ POSITIONS AVAILABLE
,)1\tll · ·-·-·-·~

.

We are looking for high spirited, enthusiastic people who enjoy
working outdoors in the Florida Sunshine. We will train you to
promote Panama Jack Suncare and Sunwear Products while
working in Central Florida's finest resorts. Gain valuable experience in the field of public relations while earning an excellent income. Again, we are looking for people who enjoy
the outdoorsl! If this sounds like something you would be interested in, please contact our Resort Pool Management office
at 345-8944 AFTER HOURS 849-7871.

Are you denying.
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT
Call. Ifs not too late to do better

~~;CJ

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

GMAT Feb 11
GRE Feb 13
MCAT Feb 16
DAT Feb 25

.
678-8400
2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

1trhe Central Florida future
Management Positioit Available
The Central Florida Future is currently
accepting applications from students for
the position ·of Editor-In-Chief.
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and
management of a campus newspaper. Determines
editor.ial content and policies, appoints and supervises a
staff of student writers and editors. Oversees the
paper's business manager and business department, and
serves as a member of the University's Board of
Publications.

•

Eligibility: Candidates must have a nummm.i.1 of a 2.0
G.P.A., be at least a second semester freshman and be at
least a part-time student. Candidates must show their
experience and/ or academic achievement in reporting
editing and communication law.
'
Application: Applications are available in the Central
Florida Future's business office, X2865. Completed ap·
plications must be recieved by 4:30 p.m., February 21 to
be considered.

w
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Put your degree
to work
where it can do
a world of good.

UCF Students Only

20%0FF
ENTIRE

Your first job after graduation should offer you
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you
an experience that lasts a.lifetime.
Working together with people in a different
culture is something you'll never forget. It's a
learning experience everyone can benefit from.
In Science or Engineering, Education, Agriculture, or Health, Peace Corps projects in developing countries around the world are
bringing help where it's needed.

Attend our General Information Session on Sept. 23rd, 6-8 pm at the Administration Bldg, Students Affairs
Conference Rm, Suite 282. And on
Sept. 24th, 9am-4pm, Recruiters will
be at the patio of the Student Union.

STOCK

<•

~Plitt~

4046 Goldenrod Rd.

t;tJlllOl6"'
[K-Mart

Winter Park, FL.

1

Theater

=

~
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INCOME TAX PREPARATION
W.D. HOLLAND AND ASSOCIATES, INC.

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

KROGER EXECUTIVE CENTER
1040 WOODCOCK RD. SUITE 217
ORLANDO, FL 32803 898-9055

HWY SO

32792

EAST/WEST EXPRESS

Serving Orlando for 30 years.
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LOW RATES

~

new cars & trucks
... with air conditioning
... from compact to full-size

CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED

RENT OR LEASE
I 857·2424]

• Weekend rates
• student Rates
• 12·15 passenger vans available

:

7133 S. ORANGE AVE. ORLANDO

:
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~
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~

~

~
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857~2929i

THE BEST CHOICE

.

.

:
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*

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE

.~
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********** ****************************************
r-----------------,
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
We Wa·nt To
~. . f

Asr,Q

Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!

~TANNING
· SALON ~
~,

~

Distributors of ·wolff Sun Systems
•
•
•
•

VALENTINE SPECIAL

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Stop & experience our New
ACU-MASSAGE Table, 1st visit FREE

Free Weekend of
Tanning.

TOWER PLACE

Sat. Feb. 15 9·9 _
Sun. Feb. 16 9·9

10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113

1

East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya

282-6042 .

Steal
Your Heart!

it}

=:

II

MON.- FRI.: 9A.M.-9P.M.
Call Early For
1
SAT.: 9A.M.-5P.M.
•
Appoin~ment
Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup
SUNDAY: 12P.M.-6P.M.
"---------------------------------·~~.!111!9~_'!!111!!~1!1!1-191!!1~-.....--~---·

I
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•SUPER HOOPS .

The Masters of the
Universe, the Air Force
ROTC three man basketball
team here at UCF, will play
before the University of
Florida - Georgia game in
Gainsville Feb. 15 against a
team from Bethune-Cookman
for the right to represent the
state of Florida and play the
Georgia state champions.
Out of twenty teams, the
Masters of the Universe went
8-0 to become the UCF
champions. Then, out of 17
teams, across Florida, they
went 6-1 and won the right to
be one of two teams to
represent the state of Florida.
The
tournament
is
sponsered by Shick Razors to
find the most talented

basketball players not
playing NCAA collegiate
basketball in America. The
teams consist of three men
and they play to represent
various regions. There are 15
regions in all.
Members of the Masters of
the Universe team include
Terry Broderick, Bill
Burgess, Mike Reeves, and
Scott Teter.
•GOLF

invites you to their weekly
meetings each Wednesday,
8:00 p.m. in the Student
Organizational Lobby.
•DISC GOLF

Osenkowski
and Jeff
Wickizer. Mark Tassone, Curt
Ilg and Percy Ritchie made
up the remainder of the
Heuler team. Two other
teams matched par out of the
field of eight teams.
The next Home-On-TheRange event, a two person
team Worst ball scramble, is
scheduled for Friday, March
7. Tee-off is any time between
noon and 5. p.m.

In intramural golf action,
Scott Heuler sank a 25 foot
putt on the final hole to pull
his team into a tie for the
team scramble championship.
The putt gave his team an
eagle on the par four and a
two under 17 for the round to •WATER SKI CLUB
match the earlier effort of Jeff The UCF Water Ski Club

Rec Services is hosting a
"for women only" time on the
UCF Disc Golf course on
Friday, Feb. 21, at 4:00 p.m.
We will have people there to
show players how to play the
game and how to throw the
basic shots. After the lesson
there will be a five-hole mini
tournament where you can
test your skills and win some
great prizes. There will also
be a drawing for some prizes
also so everyone has a chance
to win. Bring your friends, as
Rec. Services will provide all
the equipment. Call 275-2408
for more information.

• RACQUETBALL SINGLES
The
Intramuaral
Racquet ball
Singles
Tournament will be held at
the UCF courts on Friday
evening, Feb. 14 and
Saturday morning, Feb. 15.
The tournament is open to all
UCF students, faculty and
staff with separate divisions
for men's A and B and
women.
Entries are due at RS 101
by Wednesday, Feb. 13, but
late entries will be accepted
on a space available basis up
until playing time. Call
275-2408 or stop by the Rec
Services office next to the
pool for more info.
A doubles tournament
(men, women and mixed) will
be held on Feb. 28-March 1.

Rifle team
finishes
second
,.
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The rifle team, led by the
shooting ability of three
women, took second at the
four team shooting event in
Tampa over the weekend of
Feb. 1.
The event was hosted by
the University of South
Florida and held at the
University of Tampa, which
has an ROTC shooting range.
The Knights scored 3,357
out of a possible 4,800 points
in placing second.
USF won the event by
scoring 4,525 points. All four
of the USF competitors,
unlike UCF 's, are on some
form of partial scholarship.
Rounding
out
the
competition was Mercer,
which placed third with a
3,258 score and Jacksonville,
placing fourth with a score of
2,454.
Rifle team coach Bob
Hughes said, "I really don't
think that I could have
expected more out of the
team. " Hughes continued, "I
was surprised. We only went
into this event with three
days of practice. We are at
the bottom of the learning
curve and we still haven't hit
that fantastic peak yet."
The women that led the
Knights in shooting were
second year lettermen Suzan
Jones, with a score of 928
points, Patty Stevenson, with
838 points, and Lisa Kaufman
with 813 points.
The other shooter that
competed for UCF at the
Tampa event was Scott
Longanecker. He compiled a
score of 778 points.
USF's four competitors
claimed the four top spots of
the event while UCF's women
claimed the next three best
places.
Sixteen people so far have
expressed interest in
participating on the rifle
team, and only three of them
have been women. Currently
Jones, Stevenson, and
Kaufman are the best
shooters of the team.
The team will be at Florida
Institute of Technology in
Melbourne on Feb. 15.

•

•

•
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Jayhawks. Manning, a
sophomore 6-11 forward is
just as adept with bringing
the ball up the court as he is
powering inside for two
points. With more time to
develop at Kansas, he should
be one of the great ones.
Manning, though, is not the
only weapon coach Larry
Brown can rely on. Brown
also looks to senior 7-1 center
Greg Dreiling and forward
Ron Kellogg for production.
If their strong play continues,
Kansas will be one of two
teams in the Big Eight to
have a chance at the title.
Oklahoma
The other Big Eight team

that will do well in the NCAA
tourney. This team gets very
little press, but Billy Tubbs
has created a sensational
team despite the loss of
Wayman Tisdale. Unheard of
stars include forward Darryl
Kennedy (21.0) and guard
Tim McCalister. Watch out
for this team, because they
will be one of the surprise
teams come tournament time .
Georgetown
Patrick who? Georgetown
has been affected by the loss
of their dominant center to
the NBA, but somebody
forgot to tell them to act that
way. The Hoyas are coached
by one of the truly great
minds in basketball in John
Thompson. They also are
stocked with a bevy of talent
including sharpshooting
guard David Wingate (15.6

ppg) and forward Reggie points and eight assists a
Williams
(16.9
ppg). game. William Bedford, all
Georgetown has always been seven feet of him, is scoring
a stingy defensive team, and 18 points and grabbing nine
with 6-11 center Ralph Dalton rebounds a game. Memphis
(who is no slouch himself) State likes to run, and will be
manning the middle, the looking to return to the final
Hoyas continue their tough four once again, having been
defense that was so ousted by NCAA champion
predominant in the Ewing Villanova last year in a final
era. When tourney time four matchup.
comes, defense is the key, and Indiana
Although
a
certain
Georgetown may ride their
individual in Sports Info is
strength to the top.
probably gagging at this, th:-;
Memphis State
Here is another team that is my darkhorse pick for the
lost quality talent to the year. Coach Bobby Knight,
NBA. Keith Lee has gone to beter known for his chair
Cleveland, but the Tigers and throwing abilities, is a
coach Dana Kirk 'r eturn after ·supreme strategist who
dodging
an
NCAA knows the game. Although
investigation to fight for the not posessing height, the
top spot. Andre Turner has Hoosiers are a quick, pressing
turned into the star after Lee team that, like Georgetown,
left, averaging_ almost 15 will win with defense.

JOU Students.
Hey there buckaroos, what do you think is going to happen when you
graduate? Do you think that Santa Claus is going to plop that ideal job
in your lap for being a good little boy or girl. Pa-ha-ha. If this is what
your banking on for the future of your career, good. That gives those of
us who are already getting hands-on experience a better chance.
However, if you would like to "wake up and smell the coffee," get over
to~

~'1.he Central Florida future

... and apply for one of the
following positions.

News reporter, Confetti writer, Sports reporter,
and Photographer.

0 lympian guard Steve Alford
is averaging 22 points on 56
percent shooting from the
field. Again, Indiana will go
as far as their defense will
take them.
There are other teams
worth mentioning, but only in
passing. Michigan has a
history of choking in big
games, and is not playing well
enough to merit a top eight
selection. Syracuse will live
and die by the Pearl, as in
Pear1 Washington. They will
die before the· final eight, as
they will not play in the dome,
where 32,000 fans cheer them
on game in and game out.
(This, of course, is compared
to UCF's 200 fans.) St. John's
lacks enough horses to make
the run, as does Louisville
and UNLV. Kentucky may
surprise some teams.

US. Peace Corps.
The toughest job you'll ever love.

THE HAIR SHo·p-f1!:Precision Styl~ Cut $9.00
~
..

10509 E. eoion1a1 Dr."
(Wlhn Dixie Center)
- 'UNION PARK

FULL SERVICE 'S'ALON

WALK-INS WELCOME'

.-_ _.·
282 1700

. _

Dclll · 9·5 &Thurs tll ·

··Ash Wednesday
NOON
Feb. 12

Student
Center
Auditorium

"Remember you are dust"
United

275-2468

Campus
Ministries

IF YOU'RE PAYING MORE
THAN THIS FOR COPIES,
YOU'RE GEBING BUFFALOED.
At Kinko's, we offer the highest quality copies
at a very low price. And our staff has a friendly, helpful,
professional attitude you won't find anywhere else.
Try Kinko's. For great copies. And great deals.

kinko•s®
127 W. Fairbanks

.,
01110,
1111£••

Why waste time waiting in line with
your Federal government check? With
Direct Deposit, your money is credited
to your account automatically. It's easier
and it's safer, too. Your money is there waiting for you, ins~ead of you waiting for it.
Sign up wherever you have your
checking or sav·ings~account.
Corne on, get out of line ...

(Across from Bailey's)

MON.-FRI.: 7 A.M. · 9 P.M.
SATURDAV: 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
SUNDAY: 12 NOON · 9 P.M.

Plenty of off-street
lighted parking
628-5255
.

A pub!ic service of this newspaper and the Department
01 the Treasury 's Financial Management Service. ~
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Baseball is undefeated
by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

March is right around the
corner, and with March comes
the NCAA tournament in
which 64 teams will battle to
be tops in the nation. Now,
knowing that · UCF men's
team will not be there this
year, Round ball Richcreek is
going to give you his indepth
preview on the eight teams to
watch come March and April,
when the real season starts in
college basketball.
North Carolina
Right now, they are the
best team in the nation.
Center Brad Daugherty is at
his highest playing peak,
averaging about 20 points
and 10 rebounds a game. He
controls the inside, and guard
Steve Hale controls the
outside, burying over 56
percent of his shots to go
along with his , 11 points a
game. With Kenny Smith,
Joe Wolf, and a talented
bench, along with the
coaching talent of Dean
Smith, the Tar Heels are the
odds on favorite to take it all.
Only a fold, like the the one
UNG pulled a couple of years
ago against Indiana, will keep
them from being one of the
final two teams in Dallas, this
year's site for the Final Four.
Duke
Although they have not
played all of the top
competition in the nation, the
Blue Devils are· tough. Coach
'Mike Krzyzewski has a
talented squad which will
reach peak perfection by
facing the tough competition
in the ACC night in and night
out. Forward Mark Alarie
(17.5 ppg, 59.5 percent from
the field) and guard Johnny
Dawkins (18.6 ppg, 54.5
percent form the field) are the
top stars at Duke, and this
North Carolina team also has
a good be~ch. They are
probably the best suited team
to match up against UNC,
and the final game may have
these two pitted against each
other, unless they meet in an
earlier round.
Georgia Tech
Yet another ACC team is in
contention for the top spot.
Obviously, the ACC is one of
the top conferences in the
nation, and the Yellow
Jackets are one of the top
squads in the ACC. Coach
Bobby Cremins leads a team
that was a pre-season pick for
number one, and which has
only lost to North Carolina
(twice) and Michigan. Guard
Mark Price (18.2 ppg) is a real
zone buster, and is definitely
one of the top guards in the
country. Georgia Tech is also
strong inside with John
Salley and Duane Ferrell. If
Tech can find a way to beat
UNC, they could be the
champs of 1986.
Kansas
The NBA' s next Magic
Johnson resides at the
University of Kansas, where
Danny Manning (16.1 ppg)
holds court with the

SEE EVENT, PAGE 13

In baseball Sunday, Bobby Miller powered
the Knights to their second victory of the
season and their first at home by knocking in
five runs on three base hits.
UCF continued their winning ways against
Florida Institute of Technology with an 8-6
victory Sunday afternon before 325 fans on
Tim Barker day, which honored the former
UCF star with the retiring .of his number.
UCF has swiped 33 of 41 games played
against the Panthers.
FIT led UCF 5-2 until Miller, the Knights
second baseman, tied the game at 5-5 with a
three run home run in the bottom of the
fourth, his second of the day. Miller hit a solo·
shot in the first inning.
The game remained tied until the bottom of
the seventh inning when UCF's designated
hitter Bryan Riggin knocked in two runs with

Date

Odie.Koehnke leads off of first. The Knights have sprinted out to a 2-0
record this year.

Upcoming Knight Home Games
Day
Opponent

Time

Feb. 12

Wednesday

SW Louisiana

7p.m.

Feb. 13

Thursday

SW LolJislana

7 p.m.

Feb. 17

Monday

Georgia

7p.m.

Feb. 18

Tuesday

Georgia

1 p.m.

Feb. 22

SOturday·

FIU

2p.m.

Feb. 23

Sunday

FIU

2p.m.

Feb. 26

Wednesday

Stetson

7p.m.

Feb.28

Friday

Rollins

7 p.m.

Mar. l

Saturday

St. Joseph's

2p.m.

his first home run of the year. Bot.l:i tt.iggm
and Miller are newcomers to this year's
ballclub.
UCF reached for one more run in the
bottom of the eighth, and went on to hold off
a ninth inning bases loaded threat by FIT.
Pitcher Lamar Chandler picked up the
victory in relief of Jeff Colton, who was hit
for five runs in 3 1-3 innings. Chandler
yielded one run while striking out five. Rich
Polak retired the remaining two Panthers in
the ninth for the save. It was Polak's second
save in as many games.
Saturday's game against FIT was rained
out and will be made up on an as yet
undetermined date.
On Thursday, UCF opened' their season
with a 9·5 victory on the road over BethuneCookman College in Daytona Beach.
Tommy Novak pitched seven innings for
the victory, with Rich Polak recording the
save ·and four strikeouts.
•

Ladi.es return home,
beat Mercer, 94·84.
by Stefan Keller
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Adam Chrzan C<:· .f~ ·jl I lonnri I 1 , l ut~

Sue Patz, the Lady Knights all-time leading
scorer, adds two more to her total. Patz
helped a sloppy Lady Knights team beat
Mercer.

•

The Lady Knights left
something behind on their last
road trip. It was their defense.
The sloppy UCF squad, powered
by Kristy Burns' 36 points,
overcame a poor first half
performance and defeated Mercer's
visiting Teddy Bears 91-81
·
Thursday.
The Lady Knights and 109 fans
showed up to see Mercer, now 3-15
and 1-5 in conference play, weave
in and out of UCF's zone defense.
"We just played bad defense." said
UCF coach Nancy Little.
UCF's inability to come down
with defensive rebounds allowed
the Bears two and three shots each
time they had the ball. They out
rebounded the Knights 27-14 in the
first half and took 43 shots on the
UCF basket, connecting on 20.
The Knights only got the ball up
33 times in the first half but hit 19
oft.hose for a 57.6 percent average.
UCF jumped out to an early lead
but the pesky Mercer squad, whose
tallest player is Rose Jones at six
feet, managed to come back. With
3:37 remaining in the first half
Mercer took a 35-34 lead.
Burns answered quickly and
rifled in 10 quick point~ to lead
UCF to a 44-41 halftime
advantage. Burns, whose 36 points
broke a season record but fell two

shy of tying the all-time record,
scored 26 first half points.
TerriJ o Wendt picked up where
Burns left off as a much improved
UCF team took to the court in the
second half. Wendt scored 12 of her
19 points after the half as the
Knights rebuilt their lead.
With 15:22 remaining on the
clock UCF had established an
58-4 7 advantage.
The Knights did much better on
the boards in the second half as
they out- rebounded the Bears
18-17. They also improved their
shooting, hitting 21 of 33 attempts
for a 63.6 percent average.
Mercer, still effectively cutting
throu·g h UCF's defense, hit 20 of
41 second half field goals as they
stayed within 12 points of the
Knights.
Susan Patz, UCF's all-time
leading scorer, was held to 12
points while teammate Julie
Cardinale pitched in 10.
Jones paced the Bears attack
~ith 18 points and five-foot-seven
guard Caroline Nicholson scored
17. Other Mercer players to reach
double digits were 5-11 forward
Tina Kendrick with 14 and 5-10
forward Kim Fowler with 12.
The Lady Knights, now 10-9
overall and 2-2 in the conference,
will be at Daytona Beach's new
Ocean Center tonight to take on
Stetson's Lady Hatters.

..
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·Barker's number retired by UCF baseball
• by Scott Wallin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For only the second time in
school history, UCF has
9 retired the number of one of
its athletes.
Former baseball player Tim
Barker had his number 18
• retired by Coach Jay
Bergman before Saturday
afternoon's game with FIT.
t
Barker, who holds two
NCAA Division one records
for most stolen bases in a
season (104 of 112) and most
• hits in a season (142), -is
flattered to join former
basketball player Bo Clark.
t Clark was the first Knight to
have his jersey number
retired after a brilliant career.
Some of Bo's many records
~ include most points in a game
(70 vs. FIT 1977), a career
scoring average of 27 .8, and

•

most career free throws with
456.
"It's a great feeling,"
Barker said. "It's something
that doesn't happen too
often.''

Tim Barker

Barker's uniform and the
ball he hit to break the base
hit record will be displayed in
the trophy case in the new
extension of the athletic
building ·that is now under
construction. Barker's 142nd
hit was a first inning homerun
against the University of
Miami.
Barker was drafted by the
Montreal Expos in the 12th
round last year, but is
currently enrolled ~t UCF. He
needs to finish one class in
order to graduate with a
Psychology degree. Barker
will then report to West Palm
Beach where he is under
contract to play for the
Division A Expos farm team.
He has been moved to second
base from the outfield where
he played in college. Barker's
goal is to move up to Division
AA by midseason, located in
.Jacksonville. He is now

working out with the Knights
to keep in shape.
Records held by
Besides the two national
UCF's Tim Barker
records, Barker holds six
school records for a season:
most games (85), most at bats
Gomes
85
(324), most runs scored (92),
most hits (142), most total
At Bats
324
bases (190), and most stolen
bases (104). Barker finished
Runs
92
last season with a .438
batting average and a fielding
Hits
142
percentage of .955. He also
had the least amount of
Total Bases
190
strikeouts (30) among his
teammates with at least 175
Stolen Bases
104
at bats.
B'aseball is something
Barker did not have a great 11
desire to pursue until after his
junior year. He was always
told by others that he had a Still, if baseball doesn't work
great talent for baseball, but out for Barker, his life will not
it was not until he became a have a void.
born-again Christian that <he
"I'm going to give it my
decided to devote his God- all," Barker explained, "but if
given talents to the fullest . I fall short, I fall short.''

Zawaski is the man behind first base for Knights

tby Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Attitude.
Commitment.
Self discipline.
These virtues, when combined,
make a well rounded baseball player,
and UCF is lucky to have at least one
•of these dedicated athletes in the liheup this year.
''We're going to be successful,'' this
individual said, "I really feel good
" about the team and the season."
Vince Zawaski is the man behind
first base for the UCF baseball team.
He is an outstanding athlete who is a
believer in team concept.
Thfs ~ll be Zawaski's second year
at UCF and also his second year as a
"'starter. Last year he was a solid performer both on the field and at bat.
As a freshman, Zawaski slugged at
• .452 percent and had an overall batting average of .300 percent.
''One of the major things I want to
improve is my average,'' Zawaski ex+ plained, "I would really like to hit

more homeruns this season.''
In the '85 season, he hit five
homers, which was just two short of
teammate Tim Barker. Zawaski, who
bats clean-up for the Knights, said he
would be happy if he could hit as

KNIGHTS

many as ten this season.
As for fielding, Zawaski feels comfortable at first and like la.s t year, will
continue to be a solid infielder for
UCF this season. In '85 he led the
starting line-up in PO's with 644 and
fielded an almost perfect average of
.986 per~ent.

I would really like to hit
more homeruns this
season."
·Vince Zawaski,
first baseman

In both his junior and senior years,
Zawaski 's team was conference
champs, and in his senior year, they
made it to the state playoffs. Zawaski
batted an impressive .418 and .578 in
his junior and senior years respectively.
Although he also played fullback
for their football team, (he was
selected Catholic All-American football player), Zawaski decided to come
to UCF to play baseball under coach
Jay Bergman.
"Coach Bergman is a great coach,
he brings out the best in you, he sees
your potential and uses it," Zawaski
said.
Zawaski has matured into a position of responsibility. With this, the
apparent pressure of performing well
comes into the picture.

Vince Zawaski 1B

Zawaski comes from a traditional
town of baseball, Chicago. There, he
played for Mirist High School, a
"I know a lot is expected of me this
private school which was consisently, year, ·but I came to UCF to play
ranked in the top ten in the state baseball.. :it's the best place to play,"
baseball rankings.
Zawaski said.

Knights play well
but-lose to South Florida
by Kathy Johnson
'CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Although the final score may not be an
,
indicator of how well the UCF mens
basketball team played against the
University of South Florida last Thursday,
~the Knights put together one of their
greatest efforts all season against the Bulls.
In front of a crowd of 2, 181 at the Tampa
6un Dome, the Knights fell to USF 81-65, in a
defensive battle.
Forward Sam ALexander poured in a game
Jllgh of 22 points and ten rebounds, which
helped lift UCF to what would have been one
of the biggest upsets of the year.
The Knights shot an impressive 43 percent
from the field against South Florida, who is
currently ranked number one in the nation in
field goal percentage shooting. The Bulls are
also ranked number six in scoring defense,
(57.8 per game)
One of the biggest reasons for South
1.<'lorida's success on defense is center Curtis
Kitchen. The Knights held Kitchen to only
eY5ht points and four rebounds. Kitchen is
~he nation's second leading shot blocker in
the nation.

~

UCF's offense was lead · by Faronte
Roberson, who was held scoreless. He
concentrated on other aspects of putting
together an attacking offense. Roberson
threw inside for a season high of nine assists.
The Bulls came back at the Knights with
every defense in the book. Eventually, after
36 minutes of good basketball, the Knights
broke down during the fi~al four minutes.
Heading into the final minutes of the game,
the Knights were trailing by only eight
points, 69-61. In the last four minutes, the
Knights were outscored 12-4, with only one
field goal amoung the four points.
USF guard Tommy Tonelli, was the
leading scorer for the Bulls with 16 points
and also racked up seven assists. The
Knights brought in their usual high amount
of turnouvers, 16, while the Bulls pulled in
only three less.
Other Knights in double figures were Tony
Marini with 15, and Cummings Jacob who
t,hrew in 14. Pat Crocklin added eight for
UCF, while teammate Chris Wallen had six.
This Saturday night, the Knights take on
Stetson at home at 7:30p.m. in the UCF gym.
The Hatters are lead by guard Charles
Stevenson, who has 14 ppg and 4.7 rpg.

Donna Undsey/Centr.al Florida Fu1u~e

Sam Alexander has been the Knights most consistent
player as of late. He is averaging 10.1 points and 4.6 rebounds a game.
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